• P #P : functions that count the number of accepting paths through an NP machine.
From Classical Complexity classes…
• IP: Problems solvable by an Interactive Proof System.
• MA:
languages decided by a bounded-error probabilistic Merlin-Arthur protocol. • BPP:
Bounded-error Probabilistic Polynomial Time. "Problems that admit a probabilistic circuit family of polynomial size that always gives the right answer with prob > ½ + δ δ δ δ".
• PSPACE:
DPs that can be solved in polynomial-space, but may require exponential time.
… to Quantum Complexity Classes:
• BQP: Bounded-error Quantum Polynomial Time. "DPs that can be solved, with high probability, by polynomial-size quantum circuits".
• EQP (QP):
Exact version of BQP … to Quantum Complexity Classes: 3 Issues with this model:
Universality
• Complete Model <==> There exists no transformation in U(2 n ) that we cannot reach. • Simulation of a Q-computer using another Q-computer complexity classes do not depend on the details of the hardware.
Simulating a quantum computer on a classical computer: Better characterize the resources needed.
• A Classical Computer can still simulate a Q-Computer, despite a polynomial limit on memory space available.
3 Issues with this model: • BQP can really solve hard problems <==> linear improvement of the accuracy of the gates (computation size T). Analyzing Quantum Algorithm Performances Over Classical Ones:
Accuracy

More on Relationships between Complexity classes
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